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Abstract

We introduce a novel taskAnecdote Recognition and Recommendation. An anecdote is a story
with a point revealing account of an individual person. Recommending proper anecdotes can be
used as evidence to support argumentative writing or as a clue for further reading.

We represent an anecdote as a structured tuple —< person, story, implication >. Anecdote
recognition runs on archived argumentative essays. We extract narratives containing events
of a person as the anecdote story. More importantly, we uncover the anecdote implication,
which reveals the meaning and topic of an anecdote. Our approach depends on discourse role
identification. Discourse roles such asthesis, main ideasandsupporthelp us locate stories and
their implications in essays. The experiments show that informative and interpretable anecdotes
can be recognized. These anecdotes are used for anecdote recommendation. The anecdote
recommender can recommend proper anecdotes in response to given topics. The anecdote
implications contribute most for bridging user interestedtopics and relevant anecdotes.

1 Introduction

Building technical tools to assist learning and writing is of great significance and challenging. While a
number of tools have been developed for giving feedback on spelling (Bangert-Drowns, 1993), grammar
patterns (Yen et al., 2015) and organization (Burstein et al., 2003b), little exists to provide support during
planning and composition process. During the process, an automated system, that can effectively collect
topic oriented evidence and reading materials, will greatly reduce the cognitive load.

This paper introduces theanecdote recognition and recommendation task. An anecdote is a story
with a point revealing account of an individual person or an incident. We aim to recognize anecdotes
from texts and recommend anecdotes according to given topics. The recommended anecdotes can be
used as evidence to support argumentative writing.

The argumentative essay is a genre of writing that requires the writer to investigate a topic and establish
a position in a concise manner. In addition to create good claims, the quality of argument is greatly
affected by the effectiveness of evidence. Finding relevant evidence is not easy, since it heavily depends
on long-term accumulation of materials (from reading and observation) and the ability to retrieve and
figure out right ones from memory. This process brings in great challenges for both novice and more
sophisticated writers. Anecdotal evidence is one of the most commonly used evidence types (Hornikx,
2005). For a given claim, a system that can provide relevant anecdotes would help writers find good
evidence and potentially improve the organization and the quality of essays. Recommending anecdotes
can be the first step to recommend all types of evidence.

Recognizing anecdotes is related to previous work that extracts story-like elements from text. For
example, Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) propose an unsupervised approach to extract narrative event
chains from newswire text. A narrative event chain is a set ofnarrative events that share a common
participant. However, extracting stories only is not sufficient. Suppose that we are writing an essay about
the value of life, how can a system understand which stories are related to this topic? The stories are
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Field Content
Person Steve Jobs
Story Steve Jobs changed the digital world. He devoted his life to the digital revolution.
Implication The value of life is to change the world.

Table 1: An extracted anecdote. The story is a narrative consisting of human-centric events and the
implication is an automatically extracted text span, from which we can infer the meaning of Jobs’s story.

Topic: The value of life
Rank Recommended Anecdotes

1

Person: Steve Jobs
Story: Steve Jobs changed the digital world. Steve Jobs devoted his life to the digital revolution.
Implication : The value of life is to change the world.

3
Person: Bruno
Story: Bruno, who was burned to death, was a martyr of modern science.
Implication : The value of life depends on its donation rather than its duration.

2
Person:Helen Keller
Story:Helen Keller is known for her efforts in learning and her arduous work for the disabled.
Implication : The life means fighting against the fate.

Table 2: An example of anecdote recommendation. Anecdotes are ranked according to the given topic.

objective facts, but the writing goals are subjective. The semantic relatedness between them are less
direct as discussed in (Rinott et al., 2015). To close this gap, we have to figure out the meanings or
intents that these stories want to express.

Considering the above issues,we define an anecdote as a structured tuple, includingperson, story
and implication. Thestory describes the factual information about the story of specific persons. The
implication indicates the meanings and significance of the story. We recognize anecdotes from essays
and re-use the anecdotes to assist future argumentative writing.

Our approach is based on discourse role identification, which automatically recognizes discourse roles
such as thethesis, main ideas, supportandconclusionin argumentative essays. These discourse roles
are closely associated with the anecdote stories and implications.

To recognize anecdote stories, we propose a human-centric approach. The narratives containing events
related to a shared person and playing a discourse role assupportare extracted as an anecdote story. To
recognize anecdote implications, we assume that the stanceexpressed by authors of essays implies the
implications of anecdotes. Therefore, we choose thethesis, main ideasandconclusionthat the stories
support as their implications.

Table 3 presents an example of the extracted anecdotes. Our method can recognize in an essay that
one implication of the story thatSteve Jobs changed the digital worldis thatthe value of life is to change
the world, because they are identified as the discourse rolessupportandmain idearespectively and the
former supports the latter.

In this way, we recognize anecdotes from archived essays andstore them to build an anecdote database.
Based on this database, we can recommend anecdotes in response to user queries, which represent their
interested topics. Table 2 shows an example of the results ofanecdote recommendation. The suggestive
anecdotes provide representative persons and brief descriptions of their stories related to the given topic.
The recommendations would motivate uses to choose proper ones as evidence.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in this paper:

• We introduce the anecdote recognition and recommendation task. We explicitly define the structure
of anecdotes and automatically extract factual anecdote stories and anecdote implications based on
discourse role identification. The structured anecdotes are readable, interpretable and searchable.
They can be recommended as potential evidence to support argumentative writing.

• Human evaluation demonstrates that accurately extractinganecdotes is indeed feasible. Moreover,
the results in anecdote recommendation show that the recommended anecdotes have good relevance
and usefulness. Anecdote implications contribute most forbridging anecdotes and user intent.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Writing Assistance

There have been many tools providing technical support for assisting and evaluating writing at lexical
and discourse levels (Bangert-Drowns, 1993; Burstein et al., 2003a; Yen et al., 2015) or based on
collaboration (Noël and Robert, 2004; Nebeling et al., 2016). This paper extends existing work and
proposes to recognize and recommend anecdotes for assisting argumentative writing. Our work is related
to work on quote recommendation (Tan et al., 2015) and citation recommendation (He et al., 2010). But
the focuses and techniques are quite different. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
recommend structured factual evidence to support argumentative writing.

2.2 Argumentation Mining

Argumentation mining aims to identify the components and their relationships in argumentation (Stab
and Gurevych, 2014; Peldszus and Stede, 2015; Abbas and Sawamura, 2012; Lippi and Torroni,
2015; Feng and Hirst, 2011). Similar work focuses on identifying discourse roles in student essays
and scientific abstracts (Burstein et al., 2003b; Guo et al.,2010). Our work focuses on recognizing
anecdotes based on discourse role identification in studentessays. Moreover, we are also interested in
the association between roles, such as factual evidence andthe arguments they support.

Our work is close to (Rinott et al., 2015), which aims to recommend evidence according to given claim-
s. The main differences include: (1) In (Rinott et al., 2015), the system runs over dedicated manually
labeled data. Instead, our approach automates all aspects of anecdote extraction and recommendation
based on information extraction and discourse role identification. (2) Our approach explicitly defines
and recognizes the implications of the anecdotal stories. This makes the stories more understandable and
closes the semantic relatedness gap between the stories anduser interested topics. (3) We focus on a
specific application scenario: anecdote recommendation for argumentative writing.

2.3 Narrative Modeling

We extract anecdote stories by extracting human centric events. Story extraction is a kind of narrative
modeling. A story is usually viewed as a sequence of events (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) based on
information extraction (Etzioni et al., 2011). Much work has been done for extracting facts and events
from various resources (Banko et al., 2007; Ritter et al., 2012; Bamman and Smith, 2015; Bamman et al.,
2014). Similar techniques have been used in educational applications. For example, factual information
in argumentative essays has be exploited for essay scoring (Klebanov and Higgins, 2012).

Our work differs from existing work in two folds: (1) We combine event extraction and discourse role
identification for extracting anecdote stories. (2) We alsouncover the implications of these stories in
order to close the gap between objective facts and subjective human intent.

3 Data and Task

3.1 Data

The task we propose is recognizing and recommending anecdotes for assisting argumentative writing.
We focus on dealing with argumentative essays, because there exist rich evidence used by the authors
to support their claims. We aim to extract anecdotes from archived essays and use them as suggestions
to users who are planning to write on similar topics. The users can use the recommended anecdotes as
evidence directly, or view them as a clue to find more materials.

In order to recognize anecdotes that are likely to be used forsupporting writing, we collect data from
an online essay collection, LELE KeTang.1 This collection contains different types of student essays
such asargumentative essaysandnarrative essays. The types can be read through the tags of essays. We
collected 16618 argumentative essays written by students from senior high school and above in Chinese.

1http://www.leleketang.com/zuowen/
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Figure 1: The framework of Anecdote Recognition and its application on Anecdote Recommendation.

3.2 Task Overview

We formally define an anecdote as a structured tuple,< person, story, implication >, in order to make
it readable, interpretable and searchable.

An anecdote story is a concise summary of the factual events of a certain person. We view anecdote
story recognition as a human-centric event extraction task. An anecdote story consists of a set of
narratives describing the events of the persons.

The anecdote implication of an anecdote implies the meaningand topic of the anecdote story. We
call it implication because the meanings or topics of the anecdote are hard to be read directly from the
story itself, since the story is usually a factual description. Therefore, we have to infer the implication by
means of extra information and strategies. The functions ofanecdote implication should include: (1) It
interprets the factual information and demonstrates how others take stance on the facts; (2) It closes the
gap between objective facts and subjective writing goals tomake anecdotes searchable by topics.

The general architecture of our approach is shown in Figure 1. The anecdote recognition module
recognizes anecdotes from essays and stores them in a database. Anecdote stories and implications are
extracted based on discourse role identification. The anecdote recommendation as an application can
recommend anecdotes according to user queries.

Role Definition
Introduction introduces the background and/or grabs readers’ attention
Thesis states the main claim on the issue for which the author is arguing
Main idea asserts ideas or aspects that are related to the thesis
Support provides evidence to explain or support the thesis and the main ideas
Conclusion concludes the whole essay
Other doesn’t fit into the above elements or makes no meaningful contribution

Table 3: Definitions of discourse roles.

4 Anecdote Recognition

Anecdote recognition is to extract stories and their implications from a given essay. We realize it based
on discourse role identification.Discourse rolesrepresent the contributions that sentences can make to
text organization. Table 3 lists the discourse roles we use,which are inspired by (Burstein et al., 2003b).
Our motivation is that the stories and implications relate to different discourse roles in an argumentative
essay. Stories are mainly used as evidence to support thethesisandmain ideasproposed by the writer.
Therefore, thethesisandmain ideascould be viewed as the implications of the stories in the sameessay.
We use thethesis, themain ideaand theconclusionsentences as implication candidates. The reason we
distinguish these roles is because they control different ranges of an essay. Thethesisand theconclusion
set up the main tune and conclude the whole essay, while themain ideasmainly control the local zones.

According to our motivation, anecdote recognition is divided into three steps: discourse role iden-
tification, story extraction and story-implication linking. Before anecdote extraction, an essay text is
preprocessed by a pipeline of components including word segmentation, POS tagging, named entity
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tagging, dependency parsing and semantic role labeling with HIT-LTP (Che et al., 2010). Also, we use
pairs of quotations to locate quotes and view each quote as a whole.

4.1 Discourse Role Identification

We identify discourse roles based on a linear-chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) model (Lafferty
et al., 2001) in order to capture the correlations among sequential predictions. The features for each
sentence are mainly inspired by the previous work (Bursteinet al., 2003b; Stab and Gurevych, 2014):

• Position features We use the relative position (beginning, middle, end) of thesentence in its
paragraph and its paragraph in the essay, and the number of the sentence in the document as features.

• Indicator features We use manually collected cue words/phrases likein my opinion, first of all and
in conclusionas indicators. Boolean features are designed for them.

• Lexical featuresWe construct boolean features for connectives and modal verbs (such asshould).
We don’t use unigrams and bigrams as features because they are sparse on a small dataset.

• Structural features We use the number of words, the number of clauses in the sentence and the
number of sentences in the same paragraph and the ending punctuation as structural features.

• Human and quote featuresBoolean features are designed respectively to indicate whether the
sentence contains human mentions, first person pronouns, third person pronouns and quotes.

• Thesis word featuresTwo boolean features are used to indicate whether the sentence contains the
words in essay title and the automatic extracted thesis words.

The motivation of thesis word features is that the words thatreveal the thesis of an essay would help
distinguishthesis, main ideaandconclusionsentences from others. We only consider nouns, verbs and
adjectives as candidate thesis words. The words in essay titles are used as thesis words. In addition,
we attempt to extract thesis words automatically. We observe that the words that distribute globally in
an essay tend to indicate the topic of the essay. Therefore, we rank words according to the number of
paragraphs a word occurs and view the top ranked words as thesis words.

The model is learned on an annotated dataset that would be introduced in§6.1. The learned model
would be used to predict the discourse roles in new essays. These identified discourse roles provide
supporting information for anecdote story and implicationextraction.

4.2 Story Extraction

We propose a human-centric approach to recognize anecdote stories, since anecdotes usually center
around certain persons. Story extraction is conducted in two steps: recognizing human mentions, and
extracting narrative events related to human mentions.

Recognizing human mentionsA human mention is an observed textual reference to an individual or
a group of people. Our approach considers person names, human noun phrases (NPs) and third-person
pronouns. The person names are identified according to the POS tagging results provided by HIT-LTP.
Human NPs refer to non-specific persons likesoldiers. We build a dictionary containing human NPs
which have a definition as HUMAN and a POS as NOUN in the common-sense knowledge base HowNet
(Dong and Dong, 2006). Strings that match entries in this dictionary are marked as human NPs.

Many references to persons are in the form of pronouns. Sincewe have marked person names and
human NPs, the pronouns should choose antecedents from them. We implement a rule-based approach
considering the gender and number compatibility, syntactic roles and distance constraints. Unresolved
pronouns are discarded.

Narrative event extraction Similar to (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008), we assume that a story consists
of a chain of events involving the same person. For each humanmention, we extract all sentences
containing it or its references. Then we conduct semantic role labeling on these sentences and extract the
<agent, predicate, recipient> tuples as events. If the agent field contains the human mention, the tuple
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would be retained. Since the stories have to be shown, we keepthe sentences containing the retained
tuples as the anecdote story candidates.

Notice that sentences that contain human mentions might be not a part of a story. Consider the
following two sentences:

sentence 1Steve Jobs devoted his life to the digital world and designeda series of revolutionary
products.

sentence 2What we learn from Steve Jobs’ story is that we should try our best to pursue our dreams.
We can see that sentence 2 actually expresses an opinion rather than facts. To resolve this, we only

retain the candidates with the discourse rolesupportas the anecdote story.

4.3 Story Implication Linking

By now, we have extracted a set of anecdote stories. As mentioned earlier, we consider the sentences with
discourse rolesthesis, main ideaandconclusionsentences as the potential implications of the stories. We
have to link the stories and implications together.

We assignthesisand conclusionsentences to every anecdote story in the same essay as parts of
their implications, since they cover the whole essay. Themain ideasargument from multiple aspects.
Therefore, we should link main ideas to nearby stories.

To deal with it, we train a story-idea classifier to determinewhether a story and a main idea should
be linked. For simplicity, we merge adjacent main idea sentences within the same paragraph as a main
idea block. We derive features for every pair of a story and a main idea block. The features include (1)
Paragraph distance, which is the difference between their paragraph numbers; (2) The number of shared
words; (3) Connectives, since some of which likethereforeare key indicators of the linking relation; (4)
Whether they share human mentions or their references.

We train a logistic regression classifier on manually labeled story-idea pairs. For the story in a positive
pair, we choose the nearest but unlinked main idea block (if there is one) to form a negative pair. During
prediction, for each extracted story, we apply the classifier to determine whether it should be linked to
the closest main idea blocks before and after it within 2 paragraphs. If the prediction is positive, the
corresponding main idea blocks are used as part of the anecdote implication.

After story-implication linking, we get a set of<person, story, implication> tuples as anecdotes. By
accumulating anecdotes from all available essays, we construct an anecdote database.

5 Anecdote Recommendation

Anecdote recommendation is an application of anecdote recognition. Once writers decide the main topic
to address, they would attempt to find evidence to support their claims. Anecdote recommendation aims
to recommend anecdotes as suggestions according to user interested topics.

The task can be described as follows: with the anecdote databaseC available, given a queryq, the
recommender returns a subset of anecdotesE, which are ranked top by a ranking model. The ranking
depends on the relatedness measurement between the anecdotes and the queries.
Relatedness measurementWe are interested to study which information—the anecdote story or the
anecdote implication—contributes more for measuring the true relevance. Therefore, we focus on
comparing the following strategies for ranking anecdotes:

• Query-Story (QS). Rank based on the relatedness between the anecdote story and the query.

• Query-Implication (QI) . Rank based on the relatedness between the anecdote implication and the
query.

To compute the semantic relatedness between the query and a text, we compare the BM25 that is
a term-matching based ranking model (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009) and a word embedding based
approach (WE) — We use the average word embedding to represent a text. We are interested to see
whether word embedding based approach can alleviate the semantic gap problem.
Learning to Rank Based on the above relatedness measurements, we get four ranking functions: QS-
BM25, QI-BM25 and QS-WE, QI-WE. We adopt the learning to rankframework to integrate them. We
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use linear ranking functions and transform the ranking problem into a two-class classification problem
(Herbrich et al., 1999; Joachims, 2002). For each query, given two comparable instances whose feature
vectors and labels are(xi, yi) and(xj , yj), we transform it into(x′, y′) = (xi−xj, sign(yi−yj)). After
transformation, we use the SVM classifier with linear kernelto learn a ranking function.

The learned weights of some ranking functions might be negative. Since all signals should contribute
positively to the final ranking, a constant is added to each weight to make sure all the weights are positive.
Training Data We build the training data based onpseudo queries. For an anecdote, its pseudo query is
the title of the essay, from which the anecdote is extracted.It is reasonable to assume that essay titles can
be used to simulate writers’ search intent. We consider binary relevance labels:relevantandirrelevant.
Given an essay title as a pseudo query, the anecdotes that areextracted from essays with the same title
are viewed as relevant, while randomly sampled anecdotes are labeled as irrelevant to the pseudo query.
In this way, we can build a training data without any manual labor.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Evaluating Discourse Role Identification

Data Two annotators manually labeled 200 student essays with discourse roles at sentence level
according to a set of initial guidelines. The percentage agreement between annotators is 0.84. They
discussed to reach new standards and then reviewed all annotations together. The distribution of the six
discourse roles is unbalanced. Thesupportdiscourse role accounts for 52% of all sentences, while the
introduction, thesis, main ideaandconclusionsentences account for 9%, 5%, 18% and 9% respectively.
Evaluation settings We conducted experiments on the corpus using 5-fold cross-validation. The
precision (P ), recall (R) andF1 score are reported.

Discourse role P R F1

Introduction 73.1 74.6 73.8
Thesis 66.7 61.1 63.7
Main idea 69.0 60.9 64.6
Support 83.2 86.4 84.8
Conclusion 81.8 84.5 83.2

Table 4: Performance on identifying five discourse roles.

ResultsThe experimental results on the corpus are shown in Table 4. We can see that our method can
recognizesupportsentences well. In contrast, thethesisandmain ideasare identified with moderate
performance. By analyzing the errors, we found that many errors are related to the boundaries ofthesis
sentences. Some errors come from distinguishingintroductionand thesis. In some cases,introduction
sentences also involve thesis related words, although theydon’t explicitly make a claim, while some
essays make claims at the beginning without placing any introduction. Some other errors come from
incorrectly distinguishingthesisandmain ideas. When there are multiplethesissentences in an essay,
the ones that appear later might be identified asmain ideaincorrectly. In addition, due to the imbalanced
data, more sentences tend to be classified into the majority class.

6.2 The Anecdote Database

Our anecdote recognizer ran on the dataset introduced in§3 to construct an anecdote database. The
database contains 26060 anecdotes, involving 9762 persons.
Data and evaluation settingsWe randomly sampled 200 anecdotes and asked two raters, who are
students from the department of Literature, to evaluate thequality of the anecdotes. The anecdote story
and implication were shown to the raters. The evaluation is based on the criteria below by judging story
and implication jointly. Here is a description of the criteria:

Good The story is understandable and complete. The implication can interpret the story.
Poor Story The story is hard to be understood. The implication is unableto be judged.
Poor Implication The story is understandable and complete. The implication can’t interpret the story.
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Good (%) Poor Story(%) Poor Implication(%)
Rater1 61 22 17
Rater2 62 25 13

Table 5: The manual evaluation results by two raters.

Results Table 9 shows the evaluation results by two raters. We can seethat more than 60% of the
anecdotes in average are judged asgood. This means that the anecdote stories and the corresponding
implications can be effectively extracted and paired together. About 23% of the extracted anecdotes are
judged aspoor story. Most of these errors are caused by incorrectly recognized user names and the
failure of pronoun resolution. 15% of the extracted anecdotes are judged aspoor implication.

We manually labeled the story-idea pairs in 50 essays. The story-idea classifier can achieve an
accuracy of 87% by cross-validation. We observe that the stories and their implications have strong
locality correspondence that they tend to be within the sameparagraphs.

The results show that for most recognized stories, our method can find proper implication for them.
This proves that discourse role identification is a promising way for anecdote implication recognition.

6.3 Evaluating Anecdote Recommendation

6.3.1 Automated Evaluation

Data We conducted experiments on the extracted anecdote database. We stored the title of the essay from
which each anecdote is extracted. There are 8141 distinct titles in all. These titles are used as queries to
simulate user interested topics. We randomly sampled 1000 queries respectively to construct the training
set, development set and the test set. We collected relevantinstances for each query as described in§5.
Each query has 3.4 relevant anecdotes in average. For each training query, we randomly sampled the
same number of irrelevant instances in order to maintain a balanced training data. For each query in
development set and test set, we viewed all anecdotes from the anecdotes database as candidates.
Experimental settingsThe parameters of SVM were tuned on the development dataset.We trained a
Word2Vec model using the skip-gram algorithm with hierarchical softmax (Mikolov et al., 2013) on a
dataset from Baidu Baike. The vector size is 50. The vocabulary size is 1, 825, 833. We adopt the
commonly used mean average precision (MAP) and nDCG (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) as metrics.

Model MAP nDCG@1 nDCG@5
QS-BM25 0.357 0.406 0.387
QI-BM25 0.738 0.624 0.766
QS-WE 0.362 0.386 0.384
QI-WE 0.716 0.59 0.747
LTR 0.744 0.64 0.786

Table 6: The evaluation results of anecdote recommendationon pseudo queries.

Results Table 6 presents the performance of various strategies. We can see that QS-BM25 and QS-
WE perform worst among all strategies. This proves that vocabulary gap exists between queries and
factual story descriptions of anecdotes. In contrast, great improvements are obtained when measuring
relatedness between anecdotes and queries with anecdote implications. Both QI-BM25 and QI-WE
achieve much better results compared with QS-BM25 and QS-WE. This indicates that the anecdote
implications play important roles in bridging user intent and anecdotes. The word embedding based
approaches don’t have obvious superior performance compared with conventional BM25 approaches.
But by combining all signals together, LTR — that representsour learning to rank model, gains further
improvement compared with any single model. This means thatlearning the model automatically based
on pseudo query strategy is feasible.

6.3.2 Human Evaluation

Pseudo queries based evaluation indicates that proposed approach can achieve high precision on top
results. To gain deeper understanding of the usefulness andinterpretability, we conducted evaluation on
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Topic (translation, year)}Á(Try to do, 1994),Ô�yf(Overcome the weakness, 1998),�Y´´Lõç�(The answer is rich, 2000),%(�ÀJ(The Choice of heart, 2002),=ò(The turning point, 2003),�N(Be tolerant, 2004),·k�VÛ/�¼�(I have a pair of invisible wings, 2009),ª&(Be honest, 2011),�\(µ�9O(Deep passion, 2015).

Table 7: Essay topics for user study.

score Description of the meanings of scores
4 The anecdote is representative and clear. It can be used as evidence directly for the given topic.
3 The anecdote is representative but not complete. It provides clues for further exploring the details.
2 The anecdote is relevant, but not representative.
1 The anecdote is irrelevant to the given topic.

Table 8: Descriptions of the meaning of each score.

manually labeled data.
Topics We chose nine argumentative topics from the recent years’ college entrance examinations in
Bejing, China. The topics are shown in Table 7. We only chose the topics that the essay titles are fixed
so that students needn’t derive their own titles according to the prompt.
Annotation For each given topics, we used the QS-BM25, QI-BM25 and LTR systems to retrieve the
top 20 anecdotes respectively. We merged their results together (removing the duplicate ones) and asked
5 raters to evaluate all the results respectively using a numerical score from 1 to 4. The descriptions of
the meaning of each score is shown in Table 8.

score 1 2 3 4
QS-BM25 54% 16 % 9 % 21%
QI-BM25 28% 20% 11 % 41%

LTR 26% 13% 16% 45%

Table 9: Distributions of raters’ scores on manually labeled data.

6.3.3 Results

Table 9 shows the average percentage of anecdotes belongingto each score retrieved by each system.
More than 70% of anecdotes extracted by LTR and QI-BM25 are relevant to the given topics. In contrast,
QS-BM25 provides many more irrelevant anecdotes. This indicates that anecdote implications are better
to represent the topics of the anecdotes.

Based on LTR, about 45% anecdotes are viewed as representative enough and can be used as evidence
directly. A large ratio of these anecdotes are about famous people. About 16% anecdotes are considered
as representative, but users have to further explore, e.g.,by search, to gain more information. Parts of
the low quality anecdotes are due to incorrectly recognizedperson names and the failure of pronoun
resolution. In addition, difficult queries, likeI have a pair of invisible wings, lead to poor performance.
Such queries are kind of rhetorical device so that students have to derive the thesis themselves. Since our
method is mainly based on keywords, the relevance of retrieved anecdotes is not good except that some
students had used similar expressions to express their claims.

6.4 Discussions

The results show that the proposed anecdote recommender canprovide relevant and representative
anecdotes to user interested topics. Two main factors contribute for this. First, we use argumentative
essays as data resource so that the anecdotes extracted actually have been chosen carefully by the essay
authors. As a result, most of them are representative. Second, we give structures to anecdotes that
usually are not considered as a structure. The anecdote implication contributes great for finding relevant
anecdotes. The idea of structured retrieval can be extendedto other problems as well.

On the other hand, several limitations exist. First, anecdotes extracted from student essays may be
limited in narrow scopes. With the development of argumentation mining, we can extend our work to
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other domains. Second, we mainly consider the relevance of anecdotes in evaluation but don’t care about
whether the anecdotes support or attack the given topic. Third, information beyond topical relevance
such as the popularity of an anecdote or a person can be exploited. Such information is not incorporated
in the currentpseudo querybased training procedure. Further relevance feedback can be conducted.
Finally, organizing and diversifying the recommended anecdotes are also interesting but ignored in this
study. We leave these as future work.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes anecdote recognition and recommendation task to support argumentative writing.
We not only extract concise and informative anecdote stories, but also uncover the implications of facts.
The enriched structured representation makes the extracted anecdotes interpretable and searchable. Our
approach is based on discourse role identification in essays. The experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach. More than 60% of our extracted anecdotes have both well described stories
and interpretable implications. The extracted anecdotes can be applied for anecdote recommendation.
With the help of anecdote implications, the recommender is able to suggest relevant anecdotes in response
to simulated user intent. This proves that anecdote implications are useful for closing the semantic gap
between factual evidence and user interested topics.
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